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intro to the database 
(properties and “data” 
contributors,) 
A bit of a ‘linguistic 
treasure’ hunt: a 
discovery path using the 
tools to explore what is 
in the database, leading 
to new explorations, new 
questions, further 
development.
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The SSWL prototype 
6/2009-
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next generation:
TerraLing (2011-  )
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The SSWL prototype 
6/2009-present

1. what constitutes the data 
and how are they generated? 
2. who decides the values for 
individual languages?
3. linguisticexploration:how to 
explore what is in the 
database? search tools/visualisation tools/ 
extraction tools

4. Summary.
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Generating Data:
Property definitions

 current: 93 properties
(in groups)

click on Link
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Data=
Yes, No, (NA) values

(as many ‘Yes’ as applicable).
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V: intrans
context:
neutral
Subj: nominal 
(not pronominal) 
Clausetype
(declarative, 
active,..)
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Data Entry:
The Language expert

• register on website;  must be approved 

• tasks: 

• ‘create’ a language; 

•  set property values for the language, on 
the basis of property definitions

• enter examples and comments

• make changes/updates when necessary
• entries are tagged by name/date; remain under control 

of language expert (My Data)

• data sources are added, where relevant, etc.  7
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data entry..
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quality control? 
mistakes happen: many 

ways to control and 
ameliorate the quality  of 

the data
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state of the database and some 
growth stats..

date           num     Lgs    contr 
                        langs >90%             prpts  setvalues     examples 

10/23/2011 110 20 161 54  3617       1095
1/21/2012  143 65 227 54  5783       1349
1/22/2012   144 40 228 60  5803       1349
2/29/2012    153 64 239 60  6869        1551
2/29/2012    153 0 239 71  6869        1551
8/18/2012    176 68 256 71  9240        1913

10/10/2012  178   27  261      93  10304          2033
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till sept/9
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using the database 
An Exploration

• browsing  ‘down the path of 
infinite browsing’..

• searching with a goal (‘down the 
research path’ 
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“Treasure hunt”...

leading to uncharted 
territory, waiting future 
exploration
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Map of current 
languages (178) 
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...which languages? any currently accessible human 
language (including dialects,  extinct languages, creoles, 

sign languages, ....)
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amharic

•

Map it!
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..clicking, following a random path through the 
database
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Search
1. simple browsing: “explore, wonder down the path of 
infinite browsing, (mind of the linguist: ask questions) 
click on OSV, scroll down, click on languages, 
examples, which leads to other  examples, etc..

2. searching with a goal: “On the research path” 
verify specific questions, look for predictions, correlations, 
implications, encounter problems, leads to further 
questions, further development of the database etc.. 
thinking of the Amharic example: 
Which languages allow OSV as unmarked order?
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simple searches

for specific property value:
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OSV ‘yes’ 

further questions..
further searches, further questions, further development   
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not about tendencies..
( will be renamed as 

Implications)

compare up to 8 lgs 
(terraling) (2 on sswl)

cross:  terraling now up to 4 properties 

advanced searches
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CROSS: OV AND OVS

18
OSV does not imply OV.. why? ..errors? ..two independent paths? from SVO and SOV? 
lots of interesting indications! what are the implications database home practice: search for all 
implications for the first 1-10 word order properties. 18



SEARCh ALL 
IMPLICATIONS 

19

Observation: OSV does not imply OV
.. why? ..errors? (follow up, use forum, write to contributors, look at property 
definitions) This will weed out errors and make the data better.

Q: How many ways are there to build OSV?  
--> This must be minimally build from a S[OV] or S[VO] substructure (at some 
level). 
Q: are there other derivational paths? 

Yes, I think so.
There are lots of interesting hints in the database as to what factors may play a role. 

Q. Which ones are expected from current theories? Do we find them all?

Q. what exactly are the implications that are found in the database ( do homepractice)
 

home practice: search for all implications for the first 1-10 word order properties. what do you find and what don’t you 
find? which ones are informative? any surprizes? email me if you have any questions/follow up etc..
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Search 2: Using Cross
The syntax of numerals
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 definiteness/specific numerals,.. further properties?

 http://sswl.railsplayground.net/search/results accessed on 9/12/2012
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http://sswl.railsplayground.net/search/results
http://sswl.railsplayground.net/search/results


Search 3: answering 
negative questions
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how would you set this property in English??

can be quite 
confusing!
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suppose you wanted to follow up on variability in 
English? 

Is there real inter-speaker variability or not? 
If so, sociolinguistic? regional? generational?  What 

happens with bilinguals??  -->Research: adapt terraling 
database for your needs,  access to tools. The data from 

variation will become part of one giant databse  
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What do We find for 
Q19/Q20?cross (up to 4 properties) 
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results from Cross

what is surprising in the 
legend?
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Search 4: Bilingualism, Language contact, 
and language change.. (a comparison of 3 languages 

(John Garcia, summer 2012)  
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Spanish, 
Nahuatl 
(classical), 
Nahuatl (central 
Huesteca)
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Search 4: Language contact.. 
USING COMPARE
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making sense of the data

28
C= para, not que (sp); optional vs obligatory
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Final Search: A similarity Tree (radial tree) 
(based only on syntactic properties so far)
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Final Search: A similarity Tree (radial tree)
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caution:
careful what 

you can 
conclude!

useful tool to 
locate errors,
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In sum.. 
• why such a database? (for the community and by the 

community) Necessary internal to the field and external to the field.

• goal: provide a research tool for linguists to 
understand the formal properties of grammatical 
systems 

• informed by what is known today, but allowing future 
discoveries  

• exploit the internet and the global penetration of the 
net, (‘crowdsourcing’, ‘citizen scientists’ projects)

• make available the powerful tools that exist to extract 
information from large databases

check out: Galaxy Zoo, Zooniverse
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Features

• basic flexible design 
• data generation: property definitions generate the 

data (values: yes, no, .. ) 

• language expert oriented: the data come directly 
from language experts (native speaker linguists or 
linguists with a deep knowledge of the language, or 
documentation as far as it is available). 

• powerful and sophisticated search functions and 
visualization tools (mapping, further exciting plans in 

development). The query interface allows for millions 
of different kinds of searches.
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The future
• to realize its potential: populate the database (current efforts go in 

developing Terraling: building a new user interface, and building 
communities).

• attracting contributors, or groups of contributors (low key at present: 
word of mouth. Major initiative when we migrate)

• engaging in quality control (..actively happening in many ways) 

• getting known (and getting funded): building and organizing the 
community (blog?)

• start using the database for research purposes, and as a source to 
generate research (already happening with property definitions, and 
results).

• formulating new properties (little by little, lots of hurdles, need to 
reinvent the field to some extent). Must launch a massive campaign

• propose new search functions, etc, etc, ..
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Many ways to get 
involved?

• as a user, researcher, blogger, recruiter, ..

• a language expert: help populate the database! 
(sign up on the website).  

• a local community organizer (stimulate 
research in closely related languages, form 
small groups), 

• a property definition developer/author (work 
in groups..difficult!)

• as a data checker, 

• or in any way you can think of! 
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Thanks

The incredible members of the current TerraLing 
team:

Dennis Shasha NYU   system architect
George Collier  designer and software developer

Marco Liberati   system developer 
Chris Collins, Richard Kayne NYU creators and 

consultants 

All contributors and collaborators, 
with a special thanks to the UCLA linguistics 

community
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